
 

BASE GAME 

 WILD RED HEIDI PURPLE HEIDI GREEN HEIDI 
 

 WILD is wild for all symbols except GREEN, PURPLE & RED HEIDI. 

 Before the reel spin initiates, a number of positions on reels 1-5 are randomly replaced with 

symbols appearing in the base game except CLUB & RED HEIDI. 

 During base game spins, Tapper feature can be randomly activated, causing 1-6 reels to be 

turned into WILD REEL. 

 WILD REEL is wild for all symbols appearing in the base game except GREEN, PURPLE & RED 

HEIDI. 

 5 or more scattered GREEN, PURPLE or RED HEIDI on adjacent reels, beginning with the leftmost 

reel, trigger the Free Spin Bonus 

 RED HEIDI appears only on reel 4. 

 Reel 6 only contains WILD, HANS, GREEN HEIDI & PURPLE HEIDI. 

 All pays are adjacent on an active payline. 

 Line pays must occur on adjacent reels, beginning with the leftmost reel. 

 Only highest winner paid per winning combination. 

 Paytable reflects current bet configuration. 

 All line pays are already multiplied by bet multiplier. 

FREE SPIN BONUS 

 During free spins, WILD, WILD REEL, PERSISTING WILD and HANS WILD are wild for all symbols 

appearing in the base game except GREEN, PURPLE & RED HEIDI. 

 5 or more scattered GREEN, PURPLE or RED HEIDI on adjacent reels, beginning with the leftmost 

reel, trigger the Free Spin Bonus. 

 GREEN, PURPLE, RED HEIDI awards the following:  

 5  = 5 Free Spins 
 6  = 10 Free Spins 



 7  = 15 Free Spins 
 8  = 20 Free Spins 
 9  = 25 Free Spins 
10 = 30 Free Spins 
11 = 35 Free Spins 
12 = 40 Free Spins 
13 = 45 Free Spins 
14 = 50 Free Spins 
15 = 55 Free Spins 
16 = 60 Free Spins 
17 = 65 Free Spins 
18 = 70 Free Spins 
19 = 75 Free Spins 
20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 = 100 Free Spins. 

 An alternate set of reels is used during the Free Spins Bonus.

 During free spins, extra spins can be awarded for a re-trigger depending on how many GREEN,

PURPLE or RED HEIDI symbols appear in a triggering combination.

 Winning combinations for these reels are identical to the base game.

 The bet multiplier remains the same as the spin that triggered the bonus.

 Before the reel spin initiates, a number of positions on reels 1-5 are randomly replaced with

symbols appearing in free spins except HEART, DIAMOND, SPADE, CLUB, PURPLE HEIDI & RED

HEIDI.

 During free spins, Tapper feature gets active randomly, 1-6 reels are turned into WILD REEL.

 If RED HEIDI participates in the bonus trigger combination, 1 spin of Heidi’s Wheel will be

awarded before the Free Spins Bonus is played.

 If the pointer lands on:

 HEIDI SLICE, HANS SLICE, ACCORDION SLICE, PRETZEL SLICE = The value shown on the

corresponding jackpot meter + 1 additional wheel spin

 BEER SLICE = 3 WILD HANS SPINS

 EXTRA SPINS SLICE = 5, 7 or 10 additional free spins

 Each PURPLE HEIDI that participates in the bonus trigger combination is replaced with a

PERSISTING WILD, that locks into that position on screen at the start of the Free Spin Bonus, and

remains locked for the entire bonus.

 WILD HANS spin can be played randomly during any spin of Free Spin Bonus.

 When WILD HANS spin is played, 4-10 ‘HANS wilds’ are randomly added covering any reel

position except those covered by PERSISTING wilds for that particular spin.

 If GREEN, PURPLE or RED HEIDI land behind PERSISTING wild or HANS wild, that symbol is still

counted towards any potential bonus trigger.

PAYLINES 

 All lines are active at all stake levels.

 Wins on multiple paylines are added together.

 Malfunction voids all pays and plays.



 Any game in progress for more than 30 days will be cancelled, and the corresponding bet 
will be refunded.

 Only active paylines can register wins.

 Total line bet must be divided equally between each active payline; therefore, all total bet 
amounts are not available.

 The total bet is the base bet multiplied by the bet multiplier.

 The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.

RETURN TO PLAYER 

 The theoretical return to player for this game is 96.13%.
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